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Spontaneous symmetry breaking: formation of Janus
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and Martien A. Cohen Stuart

This contribution describes the preparation and solution
properties of spontaneously formed ellipsoidal Janus micelles,
i.e., non-centrosymmetric nanoparticles, consisting of a disc-like
core and cigar-like overall shape via co-assembly water-soluble
copolymers.
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We describe the preparation and solution properties of Janus micell

nanoparticles with compartmentalized shells, via co-assembly of two

copolymers. They consist of a mixed core of poly(N-methyl-2-vinyl

poly(acrylic acid) (PAA), and a shell segregated into two sides, consist

or poly(acryl amide) PAAm. These Janus particles form spontaneous

dissocation, and reassociation can be carefully controlled via param
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fraction, solution pH, and ionic strength. Dynamic (polarized an

scattering, cryogenic transmission electron microscopy, small ang

two-dimensional nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy are use

and to characterize the micellar structure. The Janus particles were

like overall shape and a disc-like core. This peculiar morphology

between two opposing forces: an attraction between the opposite

repulsion between the water-soluble, neutral corona blocks.

1 Introduction

To achieve structural hierarchy from the nanoscopic to the

macroscopic level, nature employs a multitude of ways of

generating and connecting building blocks, such as covalent

bonding, electrostatic interaction, H-bonding, p–p stacking, and

so forth, as so elegantly demonstrated by—for example—the

living cell and many natural materials, i.e., wood, bone, et

cetera.1,2 While covalent bonds play a key role at the smallest

length scales, longer range non-covalent interactions dominate at

all others. Consider for example a protein molecule. Covalent

bonds between individual amino acids yield its primary structure,

while its secondary and tertiary structure are mainly governed by

non-covalent forces (we note the exception of covalent S–S

bonding), such as hydrophobic interactions, H-bonds, and elec-

trostatic interactions. This delicate interplay between various—

sometimes opposing—forces gives rise to a three dimensional

object with a specific morphology (spheroidal, ellipsoidal,

fibrillar) and interaction potential (isotropic or anisotropic),

which in turn serves as a building block (or one of the building
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blocks) for further assembly into yet another level of structural

hierarchy.

Hence, it is only natural that chemists, physicists, and material

scientists alike, find much of their inspiration in nature. The aim

is two-fold: understanding hierarchical assembly in biological

systems and applying this knowledge to achieve similar levels of

structural hierarchy in purely synthetic systems in a controlled

fashion. This has led to the emergence of many new fields of

research, including biomineralization and biomimetic minerali-

zation,3 polypeptide–polymer hybrids,4–7 de novo synthesis of

proteins,8 protein-like polymers,9,10 bioengineering,1,11 and many

more. However, nature has one major advantage: millions of

years of evolution, leading to an overwhelming amount of variety

in building blocks and resulting materials. Another important

difference between many natural and synthetic systems is the

extent of asymmetry, both in the structure of the (assemblies of)

building blocks, as well as in the interactions between them.

While the vast majority of (assemblies of) synthetic building

blocks is (centro-)symmetric in morphology and/or interaction

potential, this is seldom the case for their natural counterparts.

Hence, one of the major challenges in current nanotechnology, is

the introduction of diversity and asymmetry, i.e., complexity, in

synthetic systems. Two main routes can be identified: a chemical

and a physical approach. The first focuses on achieving

complexity through diversification of the currently available set

of building blocks, by advances in chemical synthesis. Significant

progress has been made in the field of for example RAFT poly-

merization12–14 and de novo protein synthesis,8 yielding increas-

ingly complicated polymer topologies (i.e., dendrimer, star,

gradient, and graft polymers) and monodisperse synthetic

analogues of natural proteins with carefully selected properties.

The physical route centres around clever combinations of exist-

ing building blocks and interactions to achieve the same goal:

complexity.
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In this contribution, we illustrate the versatility and simplicity

of the latter approach by presenting a completely new route

for the preparation of so-called Janus particles, i.e., non-

centrosymmetric nanoparticles with compartmentalized shells

constitute the neutral blocks, as described by what is known as

the Flory–Huggins theory (extended by Scott to describe solu-

tions of two polymers).36 Both types of phase separation are

restricted to the colloidal domain by virtue of the other. As will

be shown below, the result of this delicate interplay between

opposing forces is the spontaneous formation of polymeric Janus

micelles (Scheme 1). In the following, they will be referred to as

‘(Janus) micelles’, ‘(Janus) particles’ and ‘C3Ms’. It is clear that

they are not centrosymmetric, neither in composition, nor in

morphology. Hence, an anisotropic particle is constructed from

purely synthetic, relative simple building blocks, which may in

turn be used as a building block for further hierarchical struc-

turing, by for example, selectively altering the solvency of one of

the neutral blocks in the shell of the particle or upon increasing

the micellar volume fraction.

2 Results and discussion

2.1 Preparation of Janus micelles

Upon mixing aqueous solutions of poly(acrylic acid)-block-pol-

Scheme 1 Schematic representation of a Janus micelle with a prolate

ellipsoidal (cigar-like) overall shape and an oblate ellipsoidal (disc-like)

core. The core consists of a so-called complex coacervate mesophase in

which the PAA and P2MVP blocks are intricately mixed. The corona

consists of two segregated domains depicted to the left (PEO) and right

(PAAm) of the core. The name Janus particle originates from the Roman

deity Janus, the two-faced god of doorways and beginnings.
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(Scheme 1). This route circumvents the need for elaborate

synthesis procedures and multistep preparation protocols. We

will demonstrate that via co-assembly of two fully water-soluble

coil–coil block copolymers, we are able to prepare such a non-

centrosymmetric nanoparticle in a one-step fashion. Further-

more, we will show that, contrary to many chemical routes for

the preparation of Janus particles, the particles form spontane-

ously and reversibly, i.e., association, dissocation, and reassoci-

ation can be carefully controlled via parameters, such as polymer

mixing fraction, solution pH, and ionic strength. A first brief

account of our results has recently been published elsewhere.19

In light of the recent burst of interest in asymmetric structures

and interactions, it is not surprising that Janus particles have

attracted much attention.15–23 Furthermore, they are interesting

from a technological point of view, as their composition is

thought to render them highly surface-active. It is therefore

expected that they may serve as unusually efficient stabilizers of

liquid–liquid interfaces, as demonstrated recently for the case of
emulsion polymerization19 and polymer blends.23 Here, we report

on a novel preparation pathway, based purely on equilibrium

processes. Hence, the symmetry breaking is achieved spontane-

ously, and as mentioned previously, in a one-step fashion. To this

end, we mix two aqueous solutions of double hydrophilic block

copolymers (DHBC),24 both consisting of a polyelectrolyte block

and a neutral block. Thus, we obtain a mixture of molecules that

have a tendency towards both an associative and a segregative

phase separation. The associative phase separation, a process

known as complex coacervation, originates from the electrostatic

interaction between the two oppositely charged blocks and from

the entropy gain obtained by the counterion release resulting

from it. The phenomenon has been intensely investigated since

the pioneering works of Tiebackx,25 Bungenberg de Jong and

Kruyt,26,27 and Voorn and Overbeek,28 and may be used to drive

the formation of so-called complex coacervate core micelles,

C3Ms,21,29–31 also known as polyion complex (PIC) micelles,32,33

block ionomer complex (BIC) micelles,34 and interpolyelectrolyte

complexes.35 The segregative phase separation is a result of the

subtle repulsion between the chemically different monomers that
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y(acryl amide), PAA42-b-PAAm417, and poly(N-methyl-2-vinyl

pyridinium iodide)-block-poly(ethylene oxide), P2MVP42-b-

PEO446 under charge stoichiometric conditions (i.e., corre-

sponding to a mixing fraction of P2MVP to P2MVP and PAA

monomers, f+, of 0.5 (pH ¼ 7.7, 1 mM NaNO3), micelles are

formed with a molar mass, Mw, of about 500 kg mol�1 and

a radius, Rh (hydrodynamic radius) and Rg (radius of gyration),

of about 18 nm (see Fig. 1, and Fig. S1 and Table S2 in the ESI†).

Hence, each micelle consists of about 16–18 diblock copolymers

in total, 8–9 of each as f+ ¼ 0.5. As the driving force for the

formation of these micelles is electrostatic in nature, pH, ionic

strength, and mixing fraction play an important role in their

association and dissociation.29,31,34,35,37 Careful tuning of these

parameters to the ‘optimal values’ (here f+ ¼ 0.5, pH ¼ 7.7, 1 mM

NaNO3) is thus necessary to maximize micellar stability and thus

aggregation number and size. If the Janus micelles are formed in

full thermodynamic equilibrium, their characteristics must be

independent of the preparation route. A comparison between

three different methods of preparation confirms that this is

indeed the case (see Table S4 in the ESI†). In the following

sections, we will demonstrate the non-centrosymmetric nature of

both the morphology and the composition of these micelles, i.e.,

their Janus character.

2.2 Characterization of Janus micelles

The first indications that the formed Janus particles may be

asymmetric in shape were observed in dynamic light scattering

(DLS) experiments (see ESI†). Hence, a thorough investigation

with both microscopic and scattering techniques was performed

to characterize the particles in detail.

As C3Ms have a tendency to adsorb onto a variety of surfaces,

followed by spreading and eventually micellar dissociation while

forming a rather homogeneous adsorption layer,38,39 standard

TEM and AFM experiments could not be performed to char-

acterize the Janus particles, as they would dissociate during the

sample preparation steps. Thus, we turned to cryogenic trans-

mission electron microscopy (cryo-TEM), for which samples

were prepared by rapid vitrification of a solution of Janus
2793J
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> thickness.41 For the micellar cores, which are flattened, but not

Fig. 1 (a) Guinier representations, ln R/KC versus q2/10�10 cm�2 and (b) partial Zimm representations, KC/R versus q2/10�10 cm�2 for Janus micelles of

PAA42-b-PAAm417 and P2MVP42-b-PEO446 in H2O. (B) C¼ 1.71 g l�1, (,) 1.45 g l�1, and (>) 0.32 g l�1. q-range is 1.98 < q < 2.82 10�5 cm�1. The lines

represent fits to the experimental data points. The following abbreviations are used: excess Rayleigh ratio, R, the optical constant, K, the micellar

concentration, C, and the magnitude of the scattering wave vector, q.
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micelles, so as to preserve the solution structures. The results are

shown in Fig. 2. As the micellar corona contributes only

marginally in these experiments, due to its low relative polymer

volume fraction, we mainly observe the micellar cores. They are

visible in the electron micrograph as rather vague light greyish

dots, as they are (similar to the micellar corona) highly solvent

swollen. While it is clear that no definite conclusions about the

shape of the micellar core can be drawn from Fig. 2, the 2D shape

irregularity suggests a non-spherical morphology, as projection

of a spherical structure into different directions would lead to

identical circular images. (Alternative, equally tentative expla-

nations, for the observed irregularity, may be polydispersity and

shape fluctuations.) We note that contrary to the particle shape,

the particle size is rather constant. The average distance between

greyish spots, <d> ¼ 28 � 3 nm, is close to twice the hydrody-

namic radius (�36 nm), while the average spot size of <2R> ¼ 20

� 2 nm and <thickness> ¼ 7 � 2 nm may be taken as a rough

estimate for the core dimensions.

Fig. 2 Cryo-TEM images of a 1:1 mixture of PAA42-b-PAAm417 and

P2MVP42-b-PEO446 in H2O (C ¼ 0.97 g l�1, f+ ¼ 0.53). Adapted with

permission from ref. 19.
ART � B81
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To complement these results, small angle neutron and X-ray

scattering experiments were performed (Fig. 3) in order to study

the particle form factor under different contrast conditions.

Previously, we have reported SANS measurements on micelles

consisting of PAA42-b-PAAm417 and P2MVP209, i.e., in absence

of the PAAm block, which were found to be rather polydisperse

and spherical in shape.40 Rather symmetrical pair distance

distribution functions were obtained and scattering curves could

be modelled well with a form factor for polydisperse, homoge-

neous spheres (Schulz–Zimm distribution). On the contrary,

rather odd-shaped and asymmetrical pair distance distribution

functions were obtained for aqueous solutions of PAA42-b-

PAAm417 and P2MVP42-b-PEO446 (Fig. 3), i.e., inconsistent with

a (polydisperse) spherical structure. For a flat particle and very

small values of r (r < thickness), p(r) will increase quadratically

with r, while p(r) will increase linearly with r, for small values of r
flat particles, we find such a transition in slope (from steep to less

steep) at �5.7 nm (SAXS) and �6.7 nm (SANS), i.e., values

corresponding nicely to the thickness estimate obtained from the

electron micrograph. Based on the GIFT results, we selected

a model for polydisperse oblate ellipsoids to describe the scat-

tering data and indeed find an excellent agreement between

experimental results and the model (see Fig. S2 in the ESI†). We

obtain radii of 15.5 and 1.6 nm from the SAXS model fitting, and

20.0 and 2.2 nm from the SANS model fitting.

Now we have established that the micellar core is indeed rather

asymmetric, i.e., the cryo-TEM, SANS, and SAXS experiments

are consistent with an oblate ellipsoidal (disc-like) core, we aim

to elucidate the overall particle morphology. Depolarised

dynamic light scattering (DDLS) measurements have been per-

formed to address this issue. Three modes were observed at q ¼
30�, yielding a rotational diffusion coefficient, Dr x 9400 Hz,

and a translational diffusion coefficient, Dt x 11.49 � 10�8 cm2

s�1 [the third mode presumably corresponds to a (small) number

of large (loose) aggregates, see also ESI†]. Rather strikingly,

these values are not consistent with the Perrin’s equations42–44 for

oblate ellipsoidal particles, and hence, we must conclude that
2793J
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contrary to expectation,21 the particle core and shell are of two-fold elliptical morphology, disc-like for the core and cigar-

like for the corona, is a direct consequence of the delicate

interplay between several opposing forces, i.e., the attraction

between the core-forming P2MVP and PAA blocks, and the

repulsion between the corona-forming PEO and PAAm blocks.

Fig. 3 SANS (,) and SAXS (O) experiments on a 1:1 mixture of PAA42-b-PAAm417 and P2MVP42-b-PEO446 in D2O (pD ¼ 7.8, C ¼ 4.19 g l�1). (a)

Scattering intensity, I(q)/cm�1 versus q/Å�1. Scattering curves were corrected for solvent scattering. Markers correspond to experimental data; solid lines

represent GIFT approximations. (b) Pair distance distribution functions, p(r) versus r/Å. Curves have been normalised to the total area under the curve.
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different shape. Instead, the values are in agreement with

a prolate ellipsoidal (cigar-like) shape of �45 � 21 � 21 nm. Note

the striking similarity in the long (SANS) and small (DDLS) axis

values, i.e., 20 and 21 nm respectively. Actually, if one rotates the

disc-like core by 90�, it would fit perfectly within the centre of the

prolate ellipsoid, segregating the micellar corona into two

distinct hemispheres (Scheme 1). Indeed, one may anticipate that

such a rare morphology is related to and even induced by the

balance between the two opposing forces at play: an attraction

between the oppositely charged PAA and P2MVP blocks forcing

the two polymers to reside within the same entity, and a repulsion

due to the relative immiscibility of the two chemically different

coronal blocks PAAm and PEO pushing them to be as far apart

as possible.

From PAAm/PEO compatibility studies reported in litera-

ture,45–47 we obtain a rough estimate for the Flory–Huggins

interaction parameter, c of 0.05, based on the equation 4cN ¼ 2

(with the polymer volume fraction, 4, and the degree of poly-

merisation, N) valid in the critical point. Hence, PAAm and PEO

are indeed fairly incompatible and should tend to avoid each

other in the micellar corona. To study the proximity of PEO and

PAAm chains within the micellar corona directly, two-dimen-

sional proton NMR nuclear Overhauser effect spectroscopy

experiments (2D 1H NMR NOESY) were performed (Fig. S3†).

Off-diagonal cross-peaks should appear for nearby unlike

protons, i.e., within 0.5 nm, as observed previously for C3Ms of

PAA42-b-PAAm417 and PDMAEMA45-b-PGMA90.48 The circles

in Fig. S3† mark the positions where such cross-peaks between

the coronal blocks PAAm and PEO should occur. Clearly, no

significant peaks are observed. More quantitatively, the area

under the intramolecular PAA-b-PAAm cross-peaks is about 5–

30% of the corresponding diagonal peak, while nothing > 0.2% is

observed at the encircled positions (Fig. S4†). As PEO and

PAAm are both highly flexible, we may conclude that the blocks

indeed avoid each others presence, i.e., PEO and PAAm chains

tend to segregate.

The complete characterization of the Janus micelles is graph-

ically summarized in Scheme 1. We postulate that the observed
ART � B81
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Indeed, spherical morphology is observed in C3Ms of identical

composition (P2MVP, PAA, PEO) in absence of PAAm.40,49

Thus, if cleverly combined relatively simple building blocks can

give rise to complicated hierarchical assemblies. A subsequent

publication will report on the systematic investigation of several

factors that influence particle asymmetry and coronal heteroge-

neity.50 We presume that the coronal volume fraction of EO and

AAm monomers, the polymerisation degree of the PAAm and

PEO blocks, the core–corona interfacial tension, the tendency

towards local charge compensation dictating intricate mixing of

PAA and P2MVP blocks, are just a few of the relevant param-

eters.

2.3 Reversible association and dissociation of Janus micelles

Many authors have demonstrated the reversible nature of the

association and dissociation of oppositely charged polymers into

centrosymmetric micelles, C3Ms, upon changes in mixing frac-

tion, ionic strength, and pH.29,31,34,35,37 In the above, we have

shown that a delicate balance between ‘frustrated’ (in terms of

domain size) associative and segregative phase separation can be

applied to yield non-centrosymmetric Janus particles in a one-

step fashion. Now, we will demonstrate that the reversibility of

the micellar formation, inherent to the moderate driving force,

i.e., electrostatic interaction, is preserved.

Light scattering theory (see eqn 2–5 in the ESI†) tells us that an

increase in scattering intensity at 90� normalized by the particle

concentration, I90�/C, is directly related to an increase in particle

mass and aggregation number, assuming the particle form and

structure factor to be unity, i.e., P(q), S(q) z 1, and the differ-

ential refractive index, dn/dc to be constant (i.e., in the following,

independent of f+). Hence, in Fig. 4 we observe an increase in

particle mass upon addition of an aqueous solution of P2MVP42-

b-PEO446 to a solution of PAA42-b-PAAm417, i.e., upon
2793J
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increasing f+ for low values of f+, and a decrease in average

particle mass upon increasing f+ for high values of f+. The

maximum is known as the preferred micellar composition, PMC,

which is defined as the mixing fraction where most micelles are

formed.30,31 Hence, the polymers spontaneously associate into

Janus micelles under charge-stoichiometric conditions (for

example, f+ ¼ 0.5, pH ¼ 7.7, 1 mM NaNO3) and dissociate upon

over-titration with either polymer, that is, upon addition of extra

charge in the form P2MVP42-b-PEO446 (high values of f+) and

PAA42-b-PAAm417 (low values of f+).

In Fig. 4, I90�/C/kHz l g�1 is plotted as a function of mixing

fraction, f+, for different initial pH values. Clearly, the Janus

micelles reversibly associate and dissociate upon increasing f+
and furthermore, the position of the PMC is pH dependent as the

Fig. 4 I90�/C/kHz l g�1 as a function of mixing fraction, f+, for mixtures

of PAA42-b-PAAm417 and P2MVP42-b-PEO446 (C ¼ 0.99–3.26 g l�1) at

pH+ ¼ pH� ¼ (B) 6.5, (,) 7.5, (>) 7.7, and (+) 8.7. pH+ corresponds to

the pH of the P2MVP42-b-PEO446 stock solution; pH� corresponds to the

pH of the PAA42-b-PAAm417 stock solution.
polyacid block in PAA42-b-PAAm417 (and the non-quaternized

P2VP segments within the P2(M)VP42-b-PEO446 copolymer) is

a weak polyelectrolyte.30,31 As the charge density of PAA42-b-

PAAm417 increases with increasing pH, the PMC shifts to higher

values of f+, as more P2MVP42-b-PEO446 polymers are necessary

to reach charge neutrality (see Table S5 in the ESI†). As the

particles are the most stable when charge stoichiometry is

reached at exactly f+ ¼ 0.5, all experiments were performed with

polymer stock solutions prepared at pH ¼ 7.7.

As C3Ms are most stable under charge neutral conditions, i.e.,

a�f�¼a+f + (a denotes the degree of dissociation), micellar

stability depends on both mixing fraction and the degree of

dissociation, which is pH dependent in case of weak poly-

electrolyte blocks (as was shown above). In fact, C3Ms

composed of two oppositely charged polymers, both containing

weak polyelectrolyte blocks, reversibly dissociate above and

below a certain critical pH, when either a� or a + is below the

minimum required value for micellization. Thus, we now employ

pH to tune the charge balance, and demonstrate that again, the

Janus micelles can reversibly associate and dissociate. Note

however, that the Janus micelles are composed of two diblock

copolymers, one containing a weak polyelectrolyte block,

PAA42-b-PAAm417, and one containing a polyelectrolyte block

ART � B81
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40
that is partially quaternised, P2MVP42-b-PEO446, i.e., its charge

is only partially pH dependent. Hence, they are expected to

dissociate at low pH, but may remain stable (enough) at high pH.

Fig. 5 shows Rh, 90�/nm and I90�/C/kHz l g�1 as a function of

pD (experiment was performed in D2O). The observed variations

in Rh, 90� and I90�/C with pD are explained as follows. Again, we

observe a maximum in I90�/C at a certain position, now corre-

sponding to the preferred pD, pDmax, for f+ ¼ 0.49. For pD <

pDmax and pD > pDmax, we observe a decrease in I90�/C, i.e.,

(partial) dissociation of the Janus micelles. Rather strikingly,

both I90�/C and Rh, 90� show a dependence on pD that is asym-

metric with respect to pDmax. For pD > 5.7, Rh, 90� has a rather

constant value of 20.8 � 2.2 nm, while I90�/C reaches a maximum

value at 6.7. For pD < 5.7, Rh, 90� is no longer constant, while

I90�/C decreases with decreasing pD. Apparently, Janus micelles

are present at intermediate to high values of pD (5.7 < pD <

Fig. 5 I90�/C/kHz l g�1 and Rh, 90� (cumulant analysis) as a function of

pD for a 1:1 mixture of PAA42-b-PAAm417 and P2MVP42-b-PEO446 (f+ ¼
0.49, C¼ 0.82–1.01 g l�1, D2O). Left axis: Rh, 90�/nm (B: 1st pH decrease;

,: 1st pH increase, O: 2nd pH decrease); right axis: I90�/C/kHz l g�1 (+:

1st pH increase). Four pH cycles were performed, three pH cycles are

shown for reasons of clarity. The open arrow indicates the axis for the

I90�/C/kHz l g�1 versus pH curve. The closed arrow indicates the pD at

maximum I90�/C, which is 6.7. The ionic strength increases about 14 mM

during the experiment due to acid/base addition.
12.9), the maximum amount of micelles occurs at pD ¼ 6.7, and

2

45

50

55
no Janus particles exist at low pD, i.e., below �5.7. Note

however that an alternative explanation for the existence of

micelles under basic conditions, may be the self-assembly of

P2MVP42-b-PEO446 copolymers (i.e., in coexistence with unim-

erically dissolved PAA42-b-PAAm417 copolymers), as micelliza-

tion is observed in aqueous solutions of non-quaternised P2VP-

b-PEO for pH > 6.1.35 The increase in Rh, 90� for pD < 5.7 is

counterintuitive, as C3Ms dissociate into soluble complexes

consisting of a few polymers and free P2MVP42-b-PEO446 poly-

mers, which one naturally presumes to be smaller in size as both

have a smaller mass and aggregation number than the C3Ms.

However, we obtained Rh, 90� ¼ 45.4 � 9.8 nm (I90�/C ¼ 0.72 �
0.09 kHz l g�1) for an independent light scattering experiment on

an aqueous P2MVP42-b-PEO446 solution (D2O, 2.7 < pD < 12.5),

and Rh, 90� ¼ 10.5 � 1.8 nm (I90�/C¼ 0.78 � 0.04 kHz l g�1) for an

aqueous PAA42-b-PAAm417 solution (3.9 < pH < 12.6). Hence,

due to the large Rh, 90� of P2MVP42-b-PEO446 in aqueous
2793J
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solution, the dissociation of Janus micelles can indeed lead to the

observed increase in Rh, 90� for pH < 5.7. We note that presently,

the origin of the shoulder in the I90�/C versus pH curve for 4 < pH

< 5.7 is not understood and warrants further investigation. We

may speculate that it is related to the formation of hydrogen

bonds between AA and AAm units of PAA42-b-PAAm417, as

both I90�/C and Rh, 90� were found to increase for pH < 3.9 in

aqueous solutions of PAA42-b-PAAm417 in absence of

P2MVP42-b-PEO446 (data not shown). In conclusion, we note

that the association and dissociation of Janus micelles is revers-

ible with respect to pD, as nearly equal values of I90�/C and Rh,

90� are obtained for a given pD in subsequent pD cycles.

Finally, Fig. 6 demonstrates the dissociation of Janus micelles

upon increasing ionic strength. Indeed, the existence of a so-

called critical ionic strength, Icr, being the ionic strength above

which C3Ms can no longer be observed, has been reported many

times in the literature,34,35,37,51 and may be used for various

practical purposes, such as an on-off switch of enzymatic cata-

lysts.37 It is a consequence of the increased charge screening upon

increasing ionic strength, which diminishes the strength of the

electrostatic interactions, affecting the stability of the micelles.

For Janus micelles in H2O and D2O, we find a critical value of

[NaNO3] ¼ 0.34 M. The hydrodynamic radius is found to

decrease with increasing ionic strength to a constant value of

7.4 � 0.5 nm.

Note that we have not presented direct measurements proving

that the Janus-type morphology is preserved under all conditions

(ionic strength, pH, mixing fraction). We address this issue in

detail in an upcoming publication, where we systematically

investigate the influence of several important factors, such as the

ionic strength and PEO/PAAm mixing fraction, on particle

asymmetry and coronal heterogeneity.50 Based on those investi-

gations, we concluded that the Janus-type segregation in the

present system appears rather robust; i.e., experimental condi-

tions corresponding to a transition towards a heterogeneous

corona were not observed.
Fig. 6 Addition of NaNO3 leads to a dissociation of Janus micelles (,:

H2O, f+ ¼ 0.50, C ¼ 7.22–10.01 g l�1, pH ¼ 7.7; B: D2O, f+ ¼ 0.50, C ¼
7.41–10.22 g l�1, pH ¼ 7.7). Results are given as the normalised light

scattering intensity, I90�/I0 versus [NaNO3]/M. The line indicates the

critical ionic strength, Icr, corresponding to [NaNO3] ¼ 0.34 M. Note that

solvent scattering has not been subtracted.
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3 Conclusions

In the above, we have shown that a clever combination of simple

building blocks and opposing non-covalent interaction forces,

achieved via the co-assembly of two fully water-soluble double

hydrophilic block copolymers [poly(N-methyl-2-vinyl pyr-

idinium iodide)-block-poly(ethylene oxide), P2MVP42-b-PEO446

and poly(acrylic acid)-block-poly(acryl amide), PAA42-b-

PAAm417], gives rise to spontaneous symmetry breaking within

a polymer micelle. Structural complexity is realized in the form of

a non-centrosymmetric Janus micelle as depicted schematically

in Scheme 1. The core and shell are both ellipsoidal, the former

being disc-like (oblate ellipsoidal), the latter being cigar-like

(prolate ellipsoidal). Furthermore, while the core segments (PAA

and P2MVP) are intrinsically mixed, the corona segments (PEO

and PAAm) tend to avoid each other as much as possible. Such

a nanoparticle is the equilibrium result of a delicate balance

between an associative phase separation (attraction between

PAA and P2MVP segments) and a segregative phase separation

(subtle repulsion between PEO and PAAm), both restricted to

the colloidal domain by virtue of the other. We have also shown

that the particles are ‘multi-responsive’, i.e., they reversibly

associate and dissociate in response to changes in mixing frac-

tion, pH, and ionic strength. In future work, analytical ultra-

centrifugation might be employed to allow for a more detailed

insight into the aggregation behaviour52 such as the dynamics of

aggregation/deaggregation.

It is our expectation that other combinations of opposing

non-covalent interactions will similarly lead to asymmetric

structures. Furthermore, one may also employ kinetically

controlled processes (as opposed to equilibrium processes), the

combination of which may introduce a temporal sequence, as

is the case in e.g. protein folding, which can be exploited to

achieve further complexity. We anticipate that sequential

assembly of these Janus micelles into higher order structures

(mediated by, e.g., an increase in the micellar volume fraction or

a decrease in the solvency of one of the neutral blocks) will be

directional and will thus give rise to structural ordering on yet

another length scale, provided of course, that its anisotropic

nature, as well as the proper balance between all driving forces, is
maintained.
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